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Preface
2000
RVIC

The ideal translation of the Bible – or any other work – should accurately preserve the
words and thought expressed in the original language; it should also be understandable
and in as familiar wording as accuracy allows. That is the goal of this edition, the
Revised Version Improved and Corrected, AD 2000, or RVIC2000.
Why another version, when there are already about fifty Bible translations and
revisions in English? No work of man is perfect, including this edition. But that should
be no excuse for not trying to approach perfection.
A manifest limitation of the translator(s)/editor(s) is dependence, financially or
otherwise, upon the group(s) with which he associates. It was recognition of this that
commended waiting for others no longer and finally prompted work to begin on this
edition in 1999.
How then should one proceed? Experience shows that starting Bible translation from
scratch has rarely resulted in a new standard of accuracy. (Rotherham may constitute an
exception.) Therefore, it is better to select one of the most accurate translations and then
improve it.
Among the best Bibles from which to choose are Rotherham, RV (Revised Version,
1885), ARV (American edition of the Revised Version, or American Standard Version,
ASV, 1901) and NASB (New American Standard Bible, 1971).

The latter three

deliberately adhere to the most-familiar wording of the AV (Authorized Version, or King
James Version, 1611), except where accuracy or archaism requires a change. With
NASB still under copyright, it was decided to begin from the American edition of the
Revised Version, altering the wording where the ancient manuscripts and versions seem
to require it, or, in occasional places, where the Hebrew (or Chaldee, or Aramaic)
language mandates a correction of the English. The manuscript evidence for change is
usually given in the footnotes.

Most footnotes are preserved from the ARV, with

additions as appropriate, to indicate where the Hebrew is more specific than good English
allows, or where it is more ambiguous than can be expressed simply in English.
Correlations with science and archaeology are also given in the footnotes. There has
been little effort to update 19th-century English to 21st-century style; that is left to others.
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Notations in Text
italics

17

[word]

Italics are used to indicate words needed to make good sense in English,
but which are not in the original language. (If the reader can understand
a text without the italicized words, he is encouraged to omit them.)
A superscript number in the Bible text refers to a footnote of the same
number. The number is placed before the word or phrase to be clarified or
replaced; the number is placed at the end of a word only if there is
significant manuscript evidence for adding words.

Notations in Footnotes

So

But… And…

Where manuscripts differ significantly for English translation, a footnote
attempts to give a balanced summary of the best evidence for each reading.
The word So introduces the manuscript evidence for the reading in the text.
After the period(.), the evidence for other readings is given. When one or
two other readings are comparably well attested, those readings are
introduced by But… or But… And…

( ), (( )), { }, [ ]

Where manuscripts differ slightly from the given reading, but are clearly
related to it, parentheses ( ) so indicate. Other similar variations may be
indicated by different parentheses/brackets.

Massoretic

The standard Hebrew text of the O.T., standardized 2 nd century AD in Judea.
k tib (written) in the text, Hbtxt; qere (read) in the margin, Hbmg.
e

Dead Sea Scrolls:
1QGen
4QGenb
4QpaleoGen-Exodl
MasGen
MurGen
8HevXII gr.

[designated by cave, location, contents, and manuscript designation (if any) ] E.g.:
Cave 1, at Qumran, contains part of Genesis
Cave 4, at Qumran, contains part of Genesis, manuscript “b”
Cave 4, at Qumran, contains parts of Gen & Ex in ancient script, ms “l”
Masada, contains part of Genesis
Wadi Murabba’at, contains part of Genesis
Cave 8, at Nahal Hever, contains part of minor prophets, in Greek

Sam.

Samaritan Pentateuch, perhaps ca. BC 400.

Sept.

Greek translation, Pentateuch mid-3rd century BC in Alexandria, followed by the
rest of the Old Testament before the Christian era.

Aq., Theod.,
Symm., etc.

Other later Greek translations are known: Aquila (Aq., 2nd C., torturously literal);
Theodotian (Theod., late 2nd C., Hebrew-Christian); Symmachus (Symm., ca. 200,
good idiomatic Greek); and three other Jewish translations known only as Quinta,
Sexta, Septima (ca. 2nd C.)

Aram.

Aramaic version of ca. 1st to 5th C. Derived early from the Massoretic and other
Hebrew texts. The Lamsa Version is translated from the Aramaic Peshitta.

Vg.

Latin Vulgate version of ca. A.D. 400. Derived early from the Massoretic text.
The Douay Version is translated from the Vulgate.

ch.
vs., vss.

In the same book, but a different chapter.
In the same book and chapter, but a different verse, or verses.
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To determine the original text, a priority is assigned to the Massoretic text, fixed in
Judea in the 2nd century AD, with best access to many Hebrew manuscripts. Massoretic
is from the scribes of the Pharisees; in contrast to the Dead Sea Scrolls, which came from
Zadokites (Sadducees) who walked out on the Jewish community. (The influence of the
Jerusalem Sadducees ended with the destruction of the Temple in AD 70.) Third priority
has usually been given to the Samaritan Pentateuch (Sam.), originating probably after
destruction of the ten-tribe Northern Kingdom of Israel, and perhaps ca. BC 400. Next is
the Greek translation, the Septuagint (Sept.), begun in the mid-3rd century BC, though
subtle differences in the Hebrew text from which it was translated are sometimes masked
by big differences in the languages. The somewhat later Greek translations of Aquila,
Theodotian, and Symmachus are also worthy of note, where they are known to us.
Substantially lower confidence is assigned to the Aramaic Peshitta and the Latin
Vulgate. The Aramaic Version seems to show progressive revisions from 1st to 5th
centuries AD, but as a Semitic language Aramaic often well-preserves the Hebrew.
The Latin language is least well matched to Hebrew,1 and was translated relatively late,
ca. AD 400, though some of its readings apparently preserve earlier Old Latin
translations. For convenience, the Aramaic and Vulgate readings are taken from the
Lamsa and Douay translations into English, although sometimes imprecision may be
thereby introduced; Aram. and Vg. are shown in smaller type size in the footnotes to
indicate their lesser import.
The Sopherim recorded just over 200 changes which they made between the 5th
century BC and 1st century AD, and which have been transmitted by the Massoretes.
C.D. Ginsberg’s collection of these is listed in the Companion Bible, Appendices 31-33.
About 160 of these changes are from Jehovah to Lord (adonai) or to God (elohim). The
RVIC2000 text reverts to the original wording, everywhere it is known with confidence.2
Few languages match word-for-word. For clarity, English often requires extra words
which are simply understood in Hebrew or Greek. These words are shown in the
RVIC2000 text by italics, even if italicizing only part of a word.
1
2

E.g., Latin does not distinguish definite and indefinite articles; such as the prophet vs. a prophet.
In Companion Bible, Appendix 32, add Gen 18:31; delete Ps 22:19; change Ps 35:3 to 35:23, 37:12 to 37:13,
Ezek 21:13 to 21:9.
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Literal Translation
the meal,… the sin,…
the peaces

Better English Translation
the meal-offering,… the sin-offering,…
the peace-offerings

Reference
Lv 7:37

Unlike English, Hebrew and Greek do not require a verb for every complete sentence.
The absence of the verb to be (in any of its tenses), usually implies an identity, or
equality, or closer relationship, than the verb to be expresses:

Literal Translation
I the LORD (Jehovah)

Better English Translation
I am the LORD (Jehovah)

Kiriath-arba; the same Hebron Kiriath-arba; the same is Hebron
Tomorrow a feast…
Tomorrow shall be a feast…

Reference
many times,
e.g., Lv 19
Ge 23:2
Ex 32:5

Use of the verb to be in Hebrew and Greek may be as in English, or may imply
metaphor (to signify, or to represent). It commonly implies a change of condition, before
or after.

Literal Translation
the earth was waste and void
Be fruitful and multiply
Dan shall be a serpent

Better English Translation

Reference

(the same) or, the earth came to be...
Ge 1:2
(the same) or, Become fruitful…
Ge 1:28
(the same) or, Dan shall be like a serpent Ge 49:17

The older-style language preserves a distinction between thou (singular) and you (plural).
The pronoun forms my, thy usually become mine, thine when preceding a vowel.

The Revised Version has improved much of the terminology for the tabernacle. The
expressions the tent of meeting and the tabernacle of the tent of meeting have replaced the AV
expressions the tabernacle of the congregation and the tabernacle of the tent of the congregation
(in which the word for tent had been translated two different ways). Also, the word veil
applies only to the divider between the Holy and Most Holy rooms of the tent.
The words:

sanctuary ()מקדשׁ, holy ()קדשׁ, and holy place, seem similar but not quite

interchangeable; the wordings are only partly standardized in the RVIC2000 text.
The expression the children of Israel in the RVIC2000 text is literally sons of Israel.
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The Hebrew word commonly translated soul,  נפשׁnephesh, is used more broadly than
any English equivalent: Of animals in Ge 1:20, 21, 24; of man in Ge 2:7, etc.; of both in
Nu 31:28; and even of dead bodies in Lv 21:1, 11; Nu 9:6-7, 10. Perhaps the word being
is the closest English equivalent for all occurrences of the word, although soul or life may
seem more suitable in many places. In this edition, nephesh is translated soul almost
consistently, and when otherwise translated it is so footnoted.
There is no simple English word to fully express the Hebrew  םלועolam and the Greek
αιωνιαν aionian. Olam signifies to a vanishing point, as the two sides of a straight road
disappearing on a flatland horizon. Geographically, Elam was the most distant of
peoples; i.e., the Chinese in Ge 10:22 (and possibly including the Navajos of America).
In terms of time, olam implies open-ended time, without scheduled termination, whether
“from everlasting to everlasting” (Ps 90:2), or as Jonah says, “the earth with its bars closed
upon me for ever:” though it lasted but three days and nights (Jonah 1:17, 2:6).
The word olam is here commonly translated for ever, though whether terminating or
eternal should be determined by context.
Another word,  םדקqedem, means “that which is before.” It is usually translated
“of the east” pertaining to space, but “of old,” or “ancient,” pertaining to time. It is here
corrected from “eternal” in Dt 33;27, and from “everlasting” in Hab 1:12, though the
distinctions seem minimal.
Three Hebrew words,  נאלgä’ăl,  כפרkäphär & kōphēr,  פדהpädäh, are now more
consistently translated: ransom, make atonement & payment, and freed or redeemed.
Alternative words to the text are footnoted in the same font style as the text, while
explanations are given in italics (the reverse of the RV and ARV practice, which at times
has been a source of confusion). Punctuation is often given also in the footnotes to
clarify which words are being substituted, and which are not; similarly for repeated words.
Appendices
In further detail, see Appendix I on use of manuscripts and Appendix II on translation.
Appendix III summarizes two lines of chronology.
J.B. Parkinson, 2001 July 15; 2004 Dec. 26; 2012 January 06.

Concerning corrections, only for the year 2012, use e-mail jim4888parkinson@juno.com.
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